This paper presents a dynamic-level control algorithm to meet simultaneously multiple desired tasks based on allocated priorities for redundant robotic systems. It is shown that this algorithm can be treated as a general framework to achieve control over the whole body of the robot. The control law is an extension of the well-known acceleration-based control to the redundant robots, and considers also possible interactions with the environment occurring at any point of the robot body. The stability of this algorithm is shown and some of the previously developed results are formulated using this approach. To handle the interaction on robot body, null space impedance control is developed within the multi-priority framework. The effectiveness of the proposed approaches is evaluated by means of computer simulation.
Introduction
Robots are termed kinematically redundant when they possess more degrees of freedom (DOF) than those necessary to achieve a desired task. Redundant degrees of freedom can be conveniently used to perform some additional tasks besides the main task. These additional tasks can be a performance objective or, for example, a given Cartesian position of a point on the robot body. There are plenty of papers that deal with how to use redundancy effectively to optimize some performance objective besides the main task control. This optimization is usually performed in the null space of the main task to ensure its perfect tracking. In order to solve the conflict between tasks in the case where several objective functions are going to be satisfied simultaneously, the so-called task priority strategy was developed. 2, 3 The formulation was later extended in a general framework for managing multiple tasks by Siciliano and Slotine. resorting to pseudo-inverse solution. Because of using the pseudo-inverse of the projected Jacobians -the Jacobians of the lower priority tasks that are projected into the null space of the higher priority tasks -the formulation may suffer from high norms during transition into and out of algorithmic singularities. Usually singularity-robust pseudoinverse that allows limiting joint velocities at the expense of small tracking error in lower priority tasks is the first remedy to treat this problem. Efficient damping techniques have been suggested by Nakamura and Hanafusa, 5 Wampler, 6 and also by Nenchev and Sotirov 7 for the case of multiple priorities. Chiaverini 8 proposed the singularity-robust task-priority resolution without using the projected Jacobian. This formulation always involves tracking errors in the additional tasks, but singularities do not occur as long as the Jacobian of each additional task is full rank. The stability of this formulation has been also shown. 9 De Santis et al. 10 apply the concept of multi-point control and virtual end-effectors (VEEs) for human-robot interaction (HRI). The VEEs are parts of the manipulator structure whose positions are to be controlled in addition to the control of the end-effector of the robot manipulator. They proposed a nested closed-loop inverse kinematics algorithm with a priority management strategy in order to control robot in a cluttered environment.
To address dynamic uncertainties of the system, an adaptive multi-priority control has been proposed by the authors. 11 By this method, asymptotic stability and convergence of tracking error are achieved for the main task as well as the subtasks, according to the allocated priority.
Instead of velocity-based control, acceleration-based control computes the desired joint accelerations for given task references. 12 Synthesis of joint acceleration in a redundant robot usually requires a more involved analysis, but for systems such as robots, this formulation is most natural and offers improved tracking ability due to the explicit incorporation of acceleration information.
The problem of internal instability in the accelerationlevel redundancy resolution was first noted by Hsu et al. 13 The nature of this instability was further analyzed 14 and it was shown that the divergence of joint velocity norm in finite time in linear acceleration-based redundancy resolution is possible because of rapid increase in the null space component of joint velocities. A complete theoretical and empirical evaluation of different dynamic methods has been investigated by Nakanishi et al.
The problem of redundancy resolution and multi-priority control has recently received more attention, especially within the context of highly redundant complex system such as humanoid robots. Khatib et al. 16 and Sentis and Khatib 17 proposed the extension of the operational space formulation 18 to control behavioral primitives in a humanoid robot at torque level.
A framework based on optimal control for robot with redundant degrees of freedom has been proposed. 19 It is shown how a variety of control laws can be derived using this framework.
Recently, Platt et al. 20 proposed a multi-priority Cartesian impedance control method by resorting to acceleration resolution. They also used multi-priority control algorithm to control the impedance of the Robonaut 2 21 arms in both operational space and redundant space. 22 The motivation behind multi-priority control is the fact that a highly redundant robot is generally required to execute multiple tasks simultaneously. This paper, which is an extension of our previous work 1 , contributes to multipriority control at the acceleration level for redundant robotic systems and establishes a general framework to achieve dynamic control over the whole body of robot. It is shown that by the proper choice of additional tasks, besides preserving the stability of internal motion, it is possible to derive some of the previous results in the literature within this framework. Specifically, Hsu's controller, 13 which ensures the stability of null space motion, is reformulated in a more intuitive and simple expression under multipriority control framework. Moreover, a comparison with hierarchical torque-level control algorithm 16, 17 is performed. To cope with algorithmic singularities, a possible solution is also presented. Null space impedance control, as a result of task prioritization, is introduced to handle the robot-environment interaction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some preliminaries related to the generalized inverse are reviewed. The multi-priority inverse kinematics at velocity level is briefly described in Section 3. The main results, including acceleration-level multi-priority control and null space impedance, are presented in Sections 4 and 5. A comparison between torque level and acceleration level is given in Section 6. Some of the main results are verified by simulation in Section 7. The conclusions are given in the final section.
Background on Generalized Inverse
In this section some of the fundamental properties of the pseudo-inverse are surveyed in brief. 3, 23 For a linear equationẋ = Jq, where J ∈ R m×n ,ẋ ∈ R m andq ∈ R n , the general form of the least-squares solution that minimizes the error norm ||ẋ − Jq|| is given bẏ
where ζ ∈ R n is an arbitrary vector and I is an identity matrix. J (3) For the case where m < n and rank ( J) = m, the pseudoinverse is given by J † = J T ( J J T ) −1 , and thus J J † = I. The matrix N = (I − J † J) is an orthogonal projector that projects every vector into the null space of J and thus is idempotent, i.e., N 2 = N. This matrix is also symmetric, and it can be easily shown that
Equation (1) is the general form of least-squares solution based on Euclidean norm. The first term in (1) is the solution that minimizes ||q||. In many robotic applications, it is desired to find the solution based on an appropriate weighting (usually the inertia matrix M) of the components. In these situations the general form of M−weighted norm solution is given byq
where M ∈ R n×n is a symmetric positive definite weighting matrix and J # is the weighted generalized inverse, which is given by
for a full rank matrix J. Equation (5) represents a weighted orthogonal decomposition, where the first term minimizes ||q|| M . Null space matrix N # = (I − J # J) is a projection matrix and is idempotent, thus J N # = 0. The following properties hold for full rank matrix J:
Multi-Priority Inverse Kinematics
Multi-priority inverse kinematics is a well-established framework to manage the tasks in a kinematically redundant robotic system. Assume that the task is composed of two prioritized tasks. The first priority task (main task) is specified using the first manipulation variable, x 1 ∈ R m 1 , and the second priority task (subtask) is specified by the second manipulation variable, x 2 ∈ R m 2 . The kinematic relationships between the joint vectorq ∈ R n and the vectors of task variables are expressed bẏ
where J k (q) ∈ R m k ×n is the Jacobian matrix of the kth task.
The inverse kinematics solution considering the priority of the main task over the subtask can be found in literature 3 and for the sake of completeness it is briefly recalled now. First, the set of all solutions that satisfy main task is obtained asq = J † 1ẋ 1 + (I − J † 1 J)ζ , where ζ is an arbitrary vector. Then this solution is substituted inẋ 2 = J 2q , and ζ that minimizes ||ẋ 2 − J 2q ||, is computed. After substitution of this value of ζ , the final solution is obtained aṡ
whereJ 2 = J 2 N 1 is the projected Jacobian, which gives the available range for the subtask to be executed without affecting the main task,
, and η is an arbitrary vector. A recursive extension of (8) has also been proposed. 4 At this point, let us remark that in multi-priority algorithm if J k is singular (task singularity), then the kth task cannot be satisfied regardless of all other tasks. IfJ k is singular, without J k being singular (algorithmic singularity), the kth task cannot be satisfied given the previous k -1 tasks. This will happen when tasks are dependent. Namely, two generic tasks are dependent when
where ρ(.) denotes the rank of a matrix. More details about the task dependency and the algorithmic singularity can be found in related references. 8, 9, 24 Thus, it is obvious that singularities may occur from the lower priority tasks. In the case of a free task priority assignment, dynamic task priority allocation 7 is crucial to the overall performance of the system. For a singularity-robust task-priority handling, Chiaverini 8 proposed the following formulation for a case with two tasks:
Comparing with (8) , algorithmic singularities are absent, but there is typically a greater tracking error for the subtask. 
Multi-Priority Control at Acceleration Level

General formulation
The goal of dynamic multi-priority control is to derive a control torque which will cause the system to track the desired main task exactly, while, at the same time, system redundancy is exploited to realize a number of subtasks according to some desired priorities.
The dynamic model of a robot manipulator can be written in compact form as
with known notation. In this formulation, τ ext is the external torque resulting from any interaction on the manipulator. The kinematic relationships between the joint variable q ∈ R n and the task variable x k at acceleration level are expressed byẍ
Following a derivation similar to that used for extracting (8) , the corresponding solution for the joint space command accelerationq c , for given task space command accelerations x 1c ,ẍ 2c is given bÿ
The basic issue in this formulation is the differential order at which resolution takes place. Actually the first term on the right-hand side ensures minimization of ||ẍ 1 −ẍ 1c ||, and by the second term the minimization of ||ẍ 2 −ẍ 2c || in the null space of the main task is obtained. Further investigation enables us to propose the general solution for L tasks as follows: (15) and the equality N k−1J † k =J † k has been used. Note that the null space matrix N k can be written as
or, equivalently, in the form
where J Ak is the augmented Jacobian. 4 Once the command accelerationq c is obtained, wellknown concept of inverse dynamics can be used to find the driving torques
In this equation, τ msr is the vector of measured or estimated external torques acting on the robot. Under the assumption of perfect torque measurement, we have τ msr ≈ τ ext .
Equations (14) and (18) can be treated as a general framework to control the whole behavior of the redundant robotic system by multiple priorities and even multi-point control. The acceleration-level prioritization, in contrast to velocity-level prioritization, gives full trajectory planning with complete time information. A nice property of (14) is that, if desired, it can be easily used for any kind of force motion control by a proper choice of the operational command acceleration. The method also enables us to give priority to one task over another, even in a non-redundant robotic system. This kind of formulation can explain the previously proposed acceleration-level resolution techniques in the framework of task prioritization by a proper choice of subtasks.
Regarding (14), the following crucial points must be taken into account:
(1) The first k -1 tasks influence the performance of task k.
Hence, the order of priority allocation will be crucial to the performance.
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(2) Internal instability of joint velocity in the residual null space of the overall augmented Jacobian may arise. 13, 14 (3) The general scheme suffers from high-norm solutions in the neighborhood of singularities because of using pseudo-inverse.
The last two issues will be addressed in the next two sections.
Stability analysis
By the compensation of Coriolis/centrifugal, gravity and external torque in (18) , the closed-loop behavior of the system is obtained asq
whereq c is given by (14) for general L tasks. Multiplying both sides by J 1 J † 1 J 1 and using the idempotency of
give
which under the full rank assumption for J 1 givesẍ 1 =ẍ 1c . This implies that, for instance, for command acceleration
with desired trajectory x 1d and suitable positive ProportionalDerivative (PD) gains K P 1 and K D1 , asymptotic tracking for main task is achieved. Multiplying both sides of (19) byJ iJ † i J i , in order to find the closed-loop equation for ith subtask, and considering the idempotency ofJ iJ † i and properties (4), yield
which ensures the minimization of ||ẍ i −ẍ ic || subject to all higher priority tasks. Thus, if ith task is independent from all higher priority tasks and thusJ i is full rank, this subtask is correctly executed. In other case, whenJ i is not full rank, the ith task is not performed completely and just the above norm minimization is performed with respect to all higher priority tasks. Note that if the rank of the overall augmented Jacobian is lower than the number of joints coordinate n, then the residual null space velocity must be controlled to avoid unstable behavior. 13, 14 Without loss of generality, let us assume that only one task (the main task) is assigned, and the null space of J 1 is non-empty. To ensure the stability of the null space velocity, let us choose the null space velocity as a subtask, namely,ẋ 2 = N 1q , with the desired velocity,ẋ 2d = N 1 ξ , and command acceleration,ẍ 2c =ẍ 2d + K (ẋ 2d −ẋ 2 ), with positive definite matrix K . From (13) the corresponding command acceleration in joint space is obtained as
where N † 1 = N 1 and N 1 J † 1 = 0 have been used. By the above command acceleration, the closed-loop equation for the subtask from (22) is given by
where e N = N 1 (ξ −q) is the null space velocity error. The above equation does not guarantee that e N goes to zero, since N 1 is not full rank. Computing the time derivative of the identity e N = N 1 e N and using (24) give the error dynamicṡ
To prove the stability of the null space velocity error dynamics, consider the positive definite Lyapunov function candidate
whose time derivative along the trajectories of the system (25) iṡ
The last term of (27) is null, since matrix N 1Ṅ 1 N 1 is null, as can be easily shown using (4) . Therefore,V = −e T N K e N is negative definite for all positive definite matrix K , and the equilibrium e N = 0 is asymptotically stable.
In conclusion, the internal stability is guaranteed in the same multi-priority framework by a simple choice for the lowest priority task. In the above equations, one can choose ξ = 0, and thus as long as manipulator avoids singularity, null space velocity will go to zero. However, if it is appealed to minimize some performance index m(q), ξ can be chosen as the gradient of performance index, i.e., ξ = α∇m.
It is worth observing that the null space command (23) , which guarantees internal stability, coincides with the null space stabilizing control introduced by Hsu et al. 13 In their paper, the following control acceleration was proposed:
To show this coincidence, from (23) the null space vector can be written as
Substituting N 1Ṅ 1 = −N 1J † 1 J 1 and using equalityJ 1 J † 1 = − J 1J † 1 give null space vector in (28) . Recently, Nakanishi et al. 15 tried to find an intuition behind this, rather complex, null space vector. They analyzed these terms to find a relation with analytical differentiation of velocity-based redundancy resolution approach. Here by (23) and (24) we give a reasonable intuition behind (28) with a more appealing and simple form.
Singularity treatment in multi-priority control
Since the acceleration-level formulation is based on leastsquares, the first remedy to treat singularity is the Damped Least-Squares (DLS) method. A complete analysis of using DLS in the second-order kinematic control for non-redundant robots has been performed. 27 It is observed that using the DLS method at the acceleration level in multi-priority algorithm causes oscillatory motion near singularities. This oscillation is illustrated in the simulation section of the case study. The oscillation is different from the instability of internal motion, which occurs for residual null space. By using DLS in acceleration level, the sum of the norm of joint space acceleration (multiplied by the damping coefficient) and the norm of the task error are minimized. This minimization does not guarantee proper behavior of joint velocities.
Without loss of generality, assume that we have a main task x 1 , and only one subtask x 2 , producing an algorithmic singularity. To cope with this problem, the damped pseudoinverse is adopted for the subtask, and an additional subtask x 3 = q with commandẍ 3c = −Bq + K (q ds − q) is introduced, with the same priority level of subtask x 2 , aimed at damping the oscillation in the neighborhood of singularity. The joint vector q ds (t) is a suitable configuration that can be set to push the system far from the singularity. Hence, the command acceleration is formulated as
where B and K are suitable positive matrices and k is a positive constant. In this formulation λ 1 is the damping factor, which can be given, for example, as
where σ is the singular value of the related projected Jacobian, ε defines the size of singular region and λ M properly shapes the solution near the singularity. In this way, inside the region of singularity, the factor λ 1 increases in proportion to the closeness to the singularity to ensure continuity and good shaping of the solution.
Note that setting K = 0 in (30) actually damps out the oscillatory motion without any pre-assigned configuration. In the simulation section these cases will be illustrated with more details.
It is worth to mention that by the last term in (30) and near to the singularity, in fact, the so-called null space impedance is brought into the second priority by factor kλ 1 . In this way the singularity problem is solved within the same multipriority framework. Null space impedance will be introduced in the next section.
Null Space Impedance Control
Assume that the end-effector of the redundant robot is going to follow the desired task space trajectory x d (t) or maybe to realize an impedance behavior as the main task. One interesting choice for subtask x 2 is the whole joint space configuration, i.e., x 2 = q. By this choice, we aim to have control over the behavior of the robot in the joint space at the second priority. Note that by the above choice, two tasks are always in conflict, but we do not have problems with singularities. Usually singularity may give troubles during transition from a nonsingular to a singular configuration because of the use of a pseudo-inverse in the solution.
Let us give the command impedance acceleration as 
Actually this command lets us to realize joint space impedance despite the main task objective in the null space of the main task. By a proper choice of null space impedance matrices, it is possible to achieve a compliant behavior for the robot body. This compliant behavior is useful in the case where the robot works in a cluttered environment and interaction may occur. The desired trajectory q d (t) in the above equation can be chosen as a rest point or as a trajectory to meet a given objective function. Note that, generally it is not necessary for q d (t) to be consistent with the task space
, a local minimization can be achieved in the null space which ensures the configuration to reach q d (t) in the sense of least square. However, when the desired null space trajectory is consistent with the task space, both the desired task space objective and the null space configuration are expected to achieve simultaneously. The closed-loop equations (33) and (34) were obtained under the assumption that the external forces applied to the manipulator have been entirely compensated. When external torque information is not available to compensate τ ext , the controller is given by
and the closed-loop behavior is obtained as
Note that by using dynamically consistent 18 generalized inverse, J (36) and choosing M d = M from (38), the following equation is obtained:
where equality M N #1 = N T #1 M with N #1 = (I − J # 1 J 1 ) has been used. It must be mentioned that for both the cases, with and without the external torque information, by using the above choices for the generalized inverse and M d , the closedloop equations in the null space are almost the same. The only difference is that in (34) the impedance is realized with respect to the measured/estimated external torque whereas in (39) it is realized with respect to the physical external torque.
Note that in view of (37) the external interaction affects the operational task. To alter this error on the main task, a disturbance observer has been proposed by the author of this paper. 28 The null space impedance control has been also applied for a dual arm cooperating manipulator during Cartesian impedance control. 29 For the case where the external interaction just occurs at the end-effector and dynamically consistent generalized inverse is used, we have
It means that the force on the end-effector does not affect the null space behavior (39) as it is expected by using dynamically consistent generalized inverse. From the closed-loop behavior (39) and, more generally, from (22) , it is clear that the desired impedance can never be realized completely within the null space. However, it is realized as much as possible in the sense of least-squares in the null space of the main task (the norm ||ẍ 2 −ẍ 2c || is minimized subject to the main task). Actually, the name of null space impedance control implies this fact and it can be regarded as an extension of the null space stiffness or damping that is, as known from the literature, aimed at stabilizing null space motion. 15, 30 By this formulation, the redundancy of the robot can be exploited for safe interaction between the robot body and the unknown environment.
Even though the above choice of whole configuration as the second task with the joint impedance command is quite intuitive, the stability analysis of (39) even in the absence of external interaction seems rather difficult. 15 This problem can be overcome by using the minimal representation of null space. 31, 32 In detail, a full rank null space base matrix Z(q) ∈ R n×(n−m) , such that J 1 Z = 0, is chosen and a velocity vector v, such that N 1q = Zv, is defined. It can be shown that a convenient choice of the minimal velocity vector v is given by the left inertia-weighted generalized inverse,
The minimal representation of null space impedance can be formulated within the multi-priority framework by the choice of minimal velocities as the second priority task, i.e.,ẋ 2 = v. In this way, Z # can be seen as the Jacobian of the second priority task. Using (13) with the dynamically consistent generalized inverse, the command acceleration in this case is
where the equality Z # N #1 = Z # has been used. Following the same procedure as in the non-minimal case and by the choice ofẍ 2c
as the command acceleration, with d = Z T M Z, the closed-loop dynamics in the null space is obtained as For the sake of completeness, it is worth to remind that the nature of a specified task is important for the commandẍ c if it is related to the system position or orientation. In general, position and orientation controls need to be considered separately, since the position control is rather straightforward, while the orientation control is more complex. A critical comparison between various type of orientation error (Euler angles feedback, quaternion feedback and angle/axis feedback) has been performed and evaluated experimentally. 33 Therefore, in order to use the presented methods in a task space control, which contains orientation tasks, task space command must be given based on proper orientation error definition.
Comparison with Torque-Level Multi-Priority Control Khatib et al.
14,17 developed a whole-body control framework for prioritized multiple task control in humanoid robots. Hand location, mass center control and obstacle and joint limit avoidance are the common choices for tasks in a humanoid robot. They labeled all the behaviors not affecting the main task as the posture space. This formulation allows for posture objectives to be controlled without dynamically interfering with the main (operational) task.
Let us use the subscripts 1 and 2 for the task space and the posture space respectively. In the absence of external torque and in order to obtain a decoupled behavior for the operational task x 1 and the posture x 2 , the originally proposed control law 16 can be written as
where J is the dynamically consistent generalized inverse of Jacobian, 1 = (
is the task inertia matrix and
−1 is the posture-related inertia matrix. Furthermore,ẍ 1c andẍ 2c are command accelerations for the task and posture spaces, respectively, andẍ 2−bias is the acceleration induced by τ task in the posture space. The extension of the above formulation for a multi-level control has been also proposed. 17 For the sake of comparison between acceleration-and torque-level formulations for general L tasks with allocated priorities, the control torque proposed by Sentis and Khatib 17 is rewritten in a suitable form with consistent notation as follows:
andJ k is given by (15), using inertia-weighted generalized inverseJ # j in lieu ofJ † j . Note that in this general formulation, k = 1 gives the control torque for the main task, i.e.,τ 1 = τ task . In (44) x k−bias is a bias acceleration induced by the coupling of preceding higher priority objective. It is given by
Writing the torque-level controller in this form reveals a close relationship of the above controller with the accelerationresolved controller (14) and (18) . In fact, in (43) and generally in (44), Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms are compensated in the operational and posture space. It is often more suitable to perform full Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity compensation in the joint space. 15 Having done so, we can show that by using a dynamically consistent generalized inverse in the acceleration-based controller, we will end up with exactly the same result as the torque-level controller. This can be shown as follows. Compensating the Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms in the joint space and substitutingẍ k−bias in the controller (44), we obtain
(47) By using the inertia-weighted generalized inverse, it can be shown that the controller (47) is equal to the controller given by (14) and (18) in the absence of external torques. Substituting from (14) in (18), we have
Mq ck + Cq + g.
So we only need to show thatτ k = Mq ck . For k = 1, we have
For k > 1, Mq ck is given by
Mq ci ). In the above derivation the following properties have been used:
The first one is straightforward by using idempotency property of N #k−1 . The second equation can be easily obtained for a general case as follows
It must be mentioned that the controller (44) assumes full rank projected JacobiansJ k and thus this assumption is also being held in the above procedure. It can be easily verified that regardless of the choice of generalized inverse used in (14) the lower priority tasks do not affect on higher priority tasks' acceleration. The use of inertia-weighted generalized inverse may be preferable because by this choice no null space acceleration is induced by the external forces applied in the task spaces x i . 34 Despite the possibility of choosing any weighting matrix in acceleration-level control, having the joint space command acceleration given by this formulation, a variety of control algorithms can be applied because of explicit provision of trajectory in joint space. This can be regarded as another advantage of working in acceleration level. On the other hand, the above analysis reveals that the stability and singularity problems are also important issues in torquelevel hierarchical control and care must be taken using this method.
It is worth to mention that Featherstone and Khatib 35 have also shown that the inertia-weighted generalized inverse is independent of load and end-effector inertia. They have also had a comparison between acceleration and torque redundancy resolution in that paper.
Computer Simulation
In order to have a better understanding about the above findings, a 7-DOF KUKA lightweight arm is considered for the simulation study, neglecting the presence of joint elasticity and dissipative effects. The simulations are performed for two different case studies. In both the cases the position trajectory of the end-effector is assumed as the main task. By this choice the robot has 4 degrees of redundancy. The first case study illustrates the singularity condition in multi-priority control and shows the performance of the proposed solution to cope with singularities. In the second case study the performance of null space impedance control is shown.
Case study I
The end-effector main task is selected as a linear position trajectory from x i to x f with constant rotation matrix R i as the second priority task,
T ,
The third joint position is controlled as the third priority task with the desired value of x 3 (t) = 0. occurs becauseJ 3 drops rank, and hence the third priority task is sacrificed. It can be seen that using DLS in acceleration level produces an oscillatory motion near singularity. The same task has been executed by using (30) and (31) , as the command acceleration, with the same control gains as before to control the system during singularity. The other parameters in command acceleration (30) are chosen as B = 2 I, k = 10. The results are reported in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the oscillatory motion during singularity is removed. Actually, with K = 0 the oscillation is simply damped out, whereas with K = 2 I and, for instance, the choice
T , the configuration of the robot during singularity is controlled at the same priority level of the singular subtask, and consequently a higher tracking error for the subtask is achieved.
Case study II
In order to test the performance of the null space impedance control, assume the scenario in which the body of a manipulator hits an obstacle during its maneuver. The interaction is modeled based on elastic contact between a moving obstacle (human) with the stiffness of 1000 N/m and the fourth joint of the robot arm. The simulations are performed for two cases. In both the cases the position trajectory of the end-effector given by (54) is assumed as the main task. The end-effector orientation and a constant desired joint configuration are considered as the desired task for null space. To this end, based on the second-order inverse kinematics algorithm, the joint space-desired trajectory is computed and fed as the desired trajectory for the null space impedance.
In the first simulation we assume that an estimation of external torque resulted from interaction, τ ext , is available by torque sensors. The command acceleration given by (32) is used. The proportional and derivative gains for the main task are chosen as K P 1 = 100 I and K D1 = 20 I, and the null space impedance matrices are chosen as M d = 3 I, B d = 8 Iand K d = 4 I. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Here the first priority task error is zero, thanks to the use of the external torque estimation in the controller. Also during interaction, the orientation of the manipulator experiences errors since it is performed in the lower priority level as the desired trajectory for the null space impedance. Note that by this algorithm the robot does not leave the collision area, but it has a physical interaction with obstacle. As soon as the obstacle leaves the robot working area, the orientation errors go to zero and the arm comes back to its desired configuration.
In the next simulation illustrated in Fig. 4 , the above scenario is performed without using external torque information in the controller. The command acceleration (36) with dynamically consistent generalized inverse and impedance parameters as M d = M, B d = 7I, K d = 9 I is used. Other parameters chosen are the same as in the first simulation. Equations (37) and (39) show that in the absence of external torque information, by proper choice of impedance matrices and desired rest configuration, a satisfactory compliance behavior in the null space can be achieved. Indeed, there is an error on the main task during interaction, which can be tolerated by using high gain for the main task control or a disturbance observer 28 while giving high compliance to the null space through impedance matrices. The snapshot of the system is depicted in Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
Acceleration-level multi-priority control algorithm has been presented in this paper. It has been shown how this formulation can be treated as a general framework to achieve control over the whole body of robot. The major contribution of the paper is the generality of the algorithm, which has been shown by bringing several control algorithms within the same framework. Specifically, the internal stability during multi-priority control has been demonstrated. A complete comparison between torque-and acceleration-level multi-priority control was performed. Null space impedance control with possible solution to cope with singularities has been proposed as a result of task prioritization, and the ability of this impedance to control the interaction of robot body has been shown by simulation.
